Here is what Healthcare Professionals have to say about
FHIcommunications’ digital publications:

RE: Nov 15, 2012 Issue of FHIweekly
“This week’s communication from you was outstanding- I read (& opened) every article!!”
-Jack Wolfsdorf, MD, FAAP

“I LOVE your publications. The information is applicable to what's actually affecting healthcare providers,
which I find very helpful.”
-Kristen Gillis, Director of Business Development, Park Shore Drug, Inc.

“We are in a digital age, and this is only the beginning. We have traded in a walk down the driveway to
get the newspaper for smart phones and tablets for on-the-spot information. If you want to be seen, you
can't afford to be yesterday's news. FHIcommunications’ websites and e newsletters are a big part of our
digital strategy.”
-Steve Whalen, Marketing Director at Danna-Gracey, a medical malpractice insurance agency in Delray Beach

“By the way, great job on your newsletters! I do enjoy reading them!”
-Rebecca Larger, Director of Public Relations & Communications, Leon Medical Centers

RE: Updates in Pediatrics
“Thank you. Again, I enjoyed this issue. Great job and style”
-Mario A. Reyes MD, FAAP, FHM, Division Director, Pediatric Hospital Medicine, Miami Children's Hospital

RE: March 29th, 2013 Issue of Specialty Focus
“I liked the aggregation and attempts at fresh reporting on the Bosch situation.”
-Kevin Gale, Editor, South Florida Business Journal

Continued on next page.

“Just want to tell you how much I enjoy reading Game Changers. Very to the point and informative. Keep
up the good work.”
-Susan P. Dale, FACHE, CMPE, Vice President, Lowell Page Consulting, Inc.

“Please keep the FHIcommunications e-mails coming. The information is very informative and frequently
relevant to our business.”
-Marsha Burnett, Senior Manager, Marketing Communications, The Doctors Company

RE: Updates in Pediatrics
“Dear Dr. Wolfsdorf:
It has been a pleasure to see that you are the editor of this excellent tool to help pediatricians to keep
current. Thanks for including me on your mailing list.”
-Alma F. Tatum, MD, CLE

RE: FHIweekly
“Best regards on development of a GREAT news source.”
-Richard Lucibella, MBA, Director, Primus Health, Network, LLC and CEO at HealthNet LLC

“You have been a great catalyst in my career. I wanted to give gratitude for all you have done. The
FHIcommunications' newsletters are a value of great proportions.”
-Ira Agatstein, MD
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